It is this inverse method with respect to functions, which I at present propose to consider.
If an unknown quantity as x, be given by means tion, it becomes a question how to determine its value; simi larly if an unknown function as be given by means of any functional equation, it is required to assign its form. In the first case, it is quantity which is to be determined; in the second, it is the form assumed by quantity, that becomes the subject of investigation. In the one case, the various powers of the unknown quantity enter into the equation; in the other, the different orders of the function are concerned.
Before I proceed, it will be proper to explain the mean ing of the order of a functional equation, and likewise to indicate the notation made use o f ; /3, <y, &c. are known functional characteristics; 4,, 4,, are unknown ones.
If in any function as tj ix,instead of the original funct substituted, it becomes 4/ $ x or 4 / function of x .I f the process be repeated, the result is \p2 or 4/d
x, the third function of x ; and similarly denotes the nth function of x. Suppose ■±x = a + x then V x = a + a + x = 2 x and generally 4 / x sss na + x A functional equation is said to be of the first order, when it contains only the first function of the unknown quantity ; as, for instance, 4 (x > y)) they might be thus expressed 4 2'1 (.r,y) and 4 I,Z (.r,y). These express the second functions; the first taken relative to x, the other relative to y. But besides these two there is another, which arises from taking the second function simul taneously relative to x, and y; it is vp j (4 x y ), 4 (x,y ) j . Thi ought not to be written \kz,z ( a t, jy) for it is not the second function first taken relative to x and then to y , nor is it the converse of this. In fact, the notation is defective; some method is wanting of indicating the order in which the suc cessive substitutions are made. I shall for the present lay aside the consideration of functional equations, involving more than one variable. Those of the first order have long been known, but the method in which I have treated them is, I believe, entirely new. Equations of the second and higher orders have never been even mentioned; it is these which present the most interesting speculations, and which are involved in the greatest difficulties. I shall first give some account of the enquiries which led me to this subject, and shall then treat of the vari ous orders of functional equations.
Some few years since, while considering a problem men tioned by Pappus, relating to the inscription of a number of circles in a semicircle, the following question occurred to me.
If in an hyperbola between its assymptotes a circle be in scribed touching both asymptotes and the curve, and if ano ther circle be inscribed touching the first circle, the curve, and one asymptote, and if this be continued as represented in the figure, what ratio does the area of the circles bear to that of the figure; and conversely,if this ratio is given, what is the nature of the curve ? I soon perceived the great difficulty of the subject, and that these and other problems similar to the latter of them, required the application of methods totally dif ferent from any with which I was then acquainted.
Hopeless of success, I laid aside the subject until about two years after, when the same difficulty recurred under another form. I had proposed to myself the following problem :
W hat must be the nature of the curve ABC, such that if r n e any point C be taken, and the ordinate CD, the normal CE, and subnormal DE be drawn, and if the triangle CDE be turned into such a position that CD may become the base and DE the perpendicular, if D E coincide with some new ordi nate as GB, then the normal CE at the first point shall coin cide with the normal BF at the second?
This latter question, of far less difficulty than the former, was readily solved, but I did not at first observe that they rested on similar principles; this, however, was pointed out by Mr. Herschel, to whom I had mentioned the subject. Such was the origin of the following enquiries.
The question, in its most general point of view, is the solu tion of functional equations of all orders.
This, however, is a generality which I do not pretend to have attained. In the first part of this Paper the reader will find a new method of solving all functional equations of the first order; it depends on possessing their particular solutions. In the subsequent part, I have given various methods of solv ing functional equations of the second and higher orders : some of these possess considerable generality; and if we con sider only those in which the ntb and inferior orders enter simply, such as I have pointed out the means of obtaining their solutions.
The determination of functions from given conditions most probably took its rise from the integration of equations of par tial differentials ; and we accordingly find that the authors of this calculus were soon engaged in the new problem to which it gave birth. D 'Alembert was the first who occupied him self with this subject: he was soon followed by E uler and Lagrange ; but it is to Monge that we are indebted for the most general view of the subject. His enquiries were directed to the determination of two functions from given conditions ; they are contained in the fifth volume of the Melanges Turin, and in two Papers in the seventh volume of the moires des Savans K t r a n g e r s , 1773.
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In the first of these he explains the solution of several functional equations by means of curves of double curvature, and by curve surfaces.
In the second Paper, the question is treated in a more ana lytical method, and he endeavours to reduce it to the solution of equations of differences. " Je me propose," observes M onge, " de faire voir que la determination des fonctions arbitraires qui se trouvent dans 1' integrale d'une equation aux differences partielles, depend en general, dans les cas que je n 'ai pas encore tr a ils , de I'integrale d'une ou de plusieurs equations aux differences finies, dans lesquelles le rapport de la vari able principale a sa difference finie est donne soit qu'il soit variable sok qu'il soit constant."
In the same volume is a paper of Laplace on this subject, which he views in the same light, and endeavours to reduce functional equations of the first order to those of finite diffe rences. This skilful analyst first solved the functional equa tion F | x9 (px, (f> u x,| = o . T he method he made use of is peculiarly elegant; he converted it into an equation of finite differences in which the difference was constant. Still, how ever, it appeared by no means the most direct method to make use of such an expedient, nor was it even known that all equa tions of the first order*admitted of its application. This latter objection was, however, removed by M r. H erschel, Who in an excellent paper on functional equations, has extended the method made use of by Laplace to the solution of all equa tions of the first order. His solution is equally elegant and general; it leaves nothing to be regretted, but the narrow limits of our knowledge respecting the integration of equations of finite differences. From this and other causes, I am still the calculus of functions* ggg inclined to think that the solution of functional equations must be sought by methods peculiarly their own. There are some other researches on this difficult subject of which I am un able to give any account, from the impossibility of procuring the works in v \ich they are contained; among these is the paper of A rbogast, which gained the prize of the Academy of Petersburg in the year 1790.
For the sake of convenience, I shall call any solution of a functional equation which contains one or more arbitrary functions, a general solution ; but if the solution of such an equation only contains arbitrary constants, I shall call it a par ticular solution. With respect to the number of arbitrary functions that may enter into any solution, I shall make some observations at the conclusion of this paper. Let the particular solution be f x n=jf u ; then take ij/ = <pf < p being an arbitrary function. It is evident that this value of t]/ will satisfy the original equation, and that <pfx~<pjaX is identical, because/ x= =/<*£• Example, let the equation be 4«(x) = 4/ ( -x) and the particular solution be / * = # • the general solution is tyx = < p( *) which evidently answers the conditions.
E 2
As I shall have frequent occasion to make use of symme trical functions of two or more quantities, I shall for the sake of brevity denote this by putting a line over the func tional characteristic; thus q > ( x represents a symm function of x and y } which it is well known possesses the fol lowing property, < p [*>y] = { y> * } As we are only considering functional equations of one vari able, this will be sufficient for the present purpose; it might perhaps otherwise be more advisable to put the line over the quantities relative to which the function is symmetrical; thus < p z, £> j is symmetrical relative to and v, but it is not so in respect to the other variables. This would possess the advantage of readily designating a function symmetrical relative to two quantities in one way, and likewise symmetrical with respect to two others, but in a different manner,* thus I I i p { * > y > v , zj a particular case of this is
which is symmetrical in one sense relative to x and y , and in a different sense with respect to and %; but these belong to mother enquiries. Required the nature of a curve, such that if any two ab scissae, whose rectangle is equal to a given square be taken^ their corresponding ordinates may also be equal. As another example, take the particular solutions are, that of the equation itself fx --J X and that of 4> x = ~ is known to be cp jx ,~J , hence th e general solution is
which, as is readily seen, fulfills the condition.
P roblem IV.
Required the general solution of X = A X X 4* u X "p B Xy having given a particular solution Assume t\ x zszf x < p x 9 then ^ a becom es/ -f* a and the equation is f x + < p x = A x*/ a i -f A i x ? a x + B.r, subtracting from this the particular solution = A * f u x + which is given by hypothesis, there remains <pX=zAxy.(pccX, this equation may be solved by Prob. Ill, and we thence ob tain the general solution of the given equation.
From this may readily be deduced the solution of the fol lowing equations: 
this equation may be satisfied by making the factor which multiplies % equal to nothing, and this is always the case w h e n /is a particular solution, hence
Problem VI.
To find a function of x, such that if instead of x we succes sively substitute ocx, fix, yx, &c. vx, the results shall all be equal to the original function ; or in other words, to determine c from the equations 
. f v x ( m)
n n -1 n n -\ then < p being any arbitrary function
will satisfy the conditions of the problem.
As an example, let it be required to find a function which X shall not change, when for x we substitute , -x, or here a . x = -x ,a n d 
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which fulfils the given conditions.
In the same manner it may be found, that the function 7
will remain the same, whether the variable is -x, or -. n n -i satisfy the conditions. W e now possess the means of solving a much more general problem than we have yet attempted, it is the general solu tion of any functional equation of the first order.
Required the general solution of the equation
. 4/ having given a particular one, containing one or more arbi trary constants.
Find from Problem VI. an arbitrary function, such that it shall remain the same, when uxfix, &c. are for x ,call this (px, and let the particular solution be
As these arbitrary constants are supposed not to be contained in the given equation F j x ,4 / x ,\ j/ particular solution is substituted, they must destroy each other, whatever be their value.
If therefore, instead of a, b, c, we put I (which are arbitrary functions fulfillin g this condition, viz. that they remain identical when fix, See. are put for x:) it is evident that these arbitrary functions must also destroy each other, therefore ■bx -f | X, (pX, (px, (px, &c On the number of arbitrary functions introduced into the complete W hen from a functional equation of the first order, we determine the form of the unknown function, one or more constant quantities are generally introduced; these as I have shown in a preceding Problem, may be changed into arbi trary functions of the unknown quantity which fulfil certain prescribed conditions.
A question naturally arises as to the number of these arbi trary functions, and how many any given equation admits of in its most general solution.
T he train of reasoning usually made use of to prove, that a differential equation of the ntb order, requires in its complete integral n, arbitrary constants may be pursued on the present occasion, though from several reasons, it would perhaps be desirable to have a proof resting on a different principle; as I have not been successful in discovering any other, I shall give the only one I am at present possessed of. for
x, put any number of known functions, as e&9 fix, vx9 the results will be solution of a functional equation.
&c.
(»)
From these equations we may eliminate the arbi trary constants, and the resulting equation will be of the form In arriving at this equation, we have eliminated n arbitrary constants, and therefore it might possibly be inferred that the general solution of (A ) is But this is too hasty a conclusion, for it is evident, that we should equally have arrived at equation (A ), if each of the constant quantities in (0) had been changed into a function of so constituted that it should not alter by the substitution of , fix, &C . v X .
It would now appear, that putting such values for the con stant quantities, the result would be the general solution of (A).
This reasoning is certainly plausible, and such a solution is undoubtedly a very general o n e; still, however, there are reasons which incline me to believe, that other solutions exist of a yet more general nature.
On functional equations of the second and higher orders.
W hen we consider functional equations of an order supe rior to the first, new difficulties present themselves; the arti fices which were used with success in the preceding part of this paper, are no longer of any avail.
Those which we have now to consider seem to possess an entirely distinct character. This at first sight appears different from ( r ) , but it is not so in reality, for it may easily be shown, that from the sum and product of two quantities any symmetrical function may be composed.
As particular cases of the equation \J/9 # = # we may noticê x = a -x, ~and + 2 P roblem X.
Required the solution of \|/a x =3 another solution may be found from the following principle. (pf(p(pf<px=:(p T he equation we have just considered, affords a ready solu tion of the following Problem.
Required the nature of a curve, such that taking any point B in the abscissa, and drawing the ordinate BP
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M r. Babbage's towards if we make AC another abscissa equal to BP the preceding ordinate, and if we continue this n times, then the nih ordinate may be equal to the first abscissa. then -^x=(p f*(px and < p f* (p x = take the function < p on both sides, then this becomes f* < p x = < p x. This is a functional equation of the first order relative to < and may be solved either by the methods exhibited in the first part of this paper, or by the very elegant one of L a pl a c e , f is a perfectly arbitrary function, except that neither/a; nor f° x must be equal to x : from not attending to this circum stance,! was at first led into several errors ; the reason of these two restrictions is, that in the first case we at once determine \px to be equal to a;, and in the second, we in fact make ux = x, neither of which are necessarily true.
Problem XIII. Given the equation.
\\,n X = a. X This admits of a solution similar to the last, by assuming \px the calculus o f functions.
4*4
Afr. Babbage's essay towards equal to q > f < p x , we find -I r P J n p Xand by taking p on both sides, it becomes j n < p x == < p C C x g iv e /so m e particular value and determine as in the last problem. an equation of the first order from which y may be found or thus assume <p'y-x {y>f'y} and m a k e^y = y, this method is much more extensive in its application than any of those before it. P roblem XVI.
Required the solution of o c = o c the same method applies equally in this case,
Take <p' an arbitrary symmetrical function of x , f n x , f in x, and f kn , then <p x = X x,f*n x, . , f kn x j and determine f such that f ( k+')n x -x a particular solution is sufficient, and it is evident, this value of (p1 will satisfy the equation. The number denoted by u is arbitrary (it may, however, be come determined from some particular circumstances of the equation (a). Thus we have introduced into an equation of the nih order, an unlimited number of arbitrary functions, each of which contains the function whose determination was sought with all its different orders to an undefined extent.
If we take the particular case of W hen we apply these considerations to functional equations of many variables, other and even greater difficulties present themselves; the first step in that direction must be an improve ment in the notation.
Since the above was written, I have bestowed some atten tion on functional equations involving two or more variables, and I have met with considerable success: I am in possession of methods which give the general solution of equations of all orders, and even of those which contain symmetrical func tions. I have also discovered a new and direct method of treating functional equations of the first order, and of any number of variables, and this new method I have applied to the solution of differential and even of partial differential func tional equations.
